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Athena Lee had returned home to her planet of birth. She is home to visit the family she has not

seen for over 16 years. Her ship the James Cook is there to repair damage caused by the O'Malley

pirates.She finds that her once peaceful agrarian world is overrun with corruption and graft. Her own

family is wrapped up in a daily power play for control of the planet and its resources. What was a

nice family visit has become a trial of wills. What about the marriage they arranged for her? Oh Hell

No! This engineer now has to fight her own family to survive.A reckoning is approaching will she be

ready for it?
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The series finally starts to develop some depth. Athena's father is a bit too overbearing and

unsympathetic (he gets even worse later in series) . But he rises to the challenge of fighting back

against stupid, corrupt off world officials. A rebellion spark starts on Athena's home planet. Not clear

what their vision of what they want to replace government with but very clear what they are rebelling

against. This is the type of rebellion that can be taking over by a well organized sub group with their



own agenda (ie Bolsheviks). The peoples rebellion woudl have just led to a massacre against the

government's guns if not for the local militia and their contingency plans. Athena and other space

navy members sympathetic to the rebels cause add their space ship to the rebel forces. Mutineers

or patriots? So far they are just reacting to being abused. Where does it go next?

This is a good series. The books are a bit short and there are some editing issues but overall very

much worth the read.I enjoy the change from the more typical "captain" to an engineer's

protagonist.I am definitely continuing with this series.

Very chaotic and disappointing book. The "Battle" scenes were so chopped up and confusing there

was essentially no build up of tension, and the ending was anti-climactic.The editing misses make it

impossible to stay "into" the story. Kept doing a lot of mental head banging at the tenses jumping

back and forth from present tense to past tense. The commas are distributed widely and incorrectly.

It's just really disappointing.

The plot moved along fast enough to keep my attention. As much detail as needed to give the main

characters some depth. Abysmal number of typos and flat out misspellings. Some of us who read

this stuff actually are quite literate and we notice and wince.

I read the entire series, back to back - an excellent read, a little intense, and some humor, especially

with Wilson's references to current day culture...

Good story. Imaginative. Fire your editor. There are so many errors I lost count. At least 1 spelling

error, misuse of words (homonyms), wrong words, and grammatical error on each page. This makes

an otherwise good story a difficult read. Please refund my money.

Some great story ideas that a competent writer might have spun a story around.

Amazing how things keep happening, but Athena and Wilson manage to rise to the challenge! Can't

wait to see what happens next!
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